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Influence of the Hall effect on convection in plasmas The influence of the Hall effect on stationary convection in shearless current-carrying plasma columns is considered. It is shown that the Hall effect can inhibit the formation of convection cells generated by viscosity and resistivity.
Convective cells in magnetized plasmas have been the subject of intense theoretical investigation because of their relevance to anomalous transport. '-5 In particular, Gomberoff has shown that dissipative effects like resistivity and viscosity can drive convective cells in cylindrical plasma columns with uniform current density if certain special conditions are satisfied."' Considering only resistivity, for instance, convection occurs for any longitudinal wave number provided that the poloidal mode number m is large. For low m modes, convection occurs only when BB/B,+l or Be/B,(l, where B, and B, are, respectively, the poloidal and longitudinal components of the equilibrium magnetic field. In this Brief Communication, we extend the work of Gomberoff by including the Hall effect.
The importance of the Hall term in the generalized Ohm law was long ago recognized by Ware." The effect of the Hall field is to tie the motion of the field lines mainly to the electrons allowing a slippage with respect to the main fluid even when the plasma resistivity is neglected. From a more formal point of view, the Hall term, although small in comparison with the inductive term in the generalized Ohm law, introduces a singular perturbation increasing the order and the number of the singular points of the linearized magnetohydrodynamic equations." Resistive modes may be excited in the neighborhood of these singular points.12
We follow the procedure of Gomberoff considering the linear stability of a magnetized plasma column with uniform current density. The condition for the occurrence of convective cells corresponds to the condition for the existence of marginal and stationary states, that is, modes satisfying simultaneously Re y=Im y=O, where y is the mode growth rate. '19 The nonlinear convective cells bifurcate from the equilibrium at marginal stability.' 3S'4 The generalized Ohm law is written in the form
where E and B are, respectively, the electric and magnetic fields, j is the current density, p is the mass density, r] is the plasma resistivity and 6u is the Hall parameter, i.e., the mass/charge ratio for the ions.14 Both p and 71 are assumed constant. We consider also a constant viscosity ,U in the momentum balance equation,
where p is the scalar pressure. The system of equations is completed with the equation of continuity and Maxwell equations (see Ref. 9 for the full set of equations). The equilibrium configuration is a cylindrical plasma column of radius a and periodic length L with constant current density and longitudinal magnetic field Br The equilibrium magnetic field is therefore given by
where B, and B, are constant. The equilibrium pressure profile P=PO-U&o) [h12 (4) is maintained against resistive dissipation by assuming a constant heat source in the energy balance equation. ' We assume perturbations of the form f, (r,B,z,t) = f, (r)exp (ime+ ikz+ yt) and linearize Eqs.
( 1) and (2). Defining the poloidal AlfvCn time rA =d-a p&Be, we normalize all the relevant physical parameters as follows:
The dispersion relation is obtained after straightforward algebra that follows closely the derivation presented by Gomberoff.' The mode eigenvalue equation for the normalized perturbed pressure (6) is given by
where & is the eigenvalue determined by the boundary conditions. The solution of Eq. 
and the growth rate is given by
In Eq. ( lo), we have taken the absolute value of (m-nq) considering only the positive root of the eigenvalue a'. Before we analyze the dispersion relation ( lo), let us digress briefly to discuss the boundary conditions. Considering a perfectly conducting wall at the plasma boundary, the boundary condition is given by &(a) =0, which leads to the transcendental equation
derived by Gomberoff.' When the effect of viscosity is relevant, i.e., $#O, one has to impose also the boundary condition cH(u) =0 and it follows from Eqs. (8) that this can be satisfied only for UT= 1. Gomberoff and Palma have investigated this case by considering g= 1, that is, by assuming that the boundary c.ondition ca(uj =0 is only approximately satisfied.7 Let us discuss this point further by studying the asymptotic behavior of go, for (T= 1 +s, S( 1. Using this approximation, we obtain from Eq. ( 11) 2 (T-l+ k'u2/m -1 '
which differs somewhat from the result obtained by Gomberoff and Palma.' The corresponding asymptotic expression for le is given by
Thus the boundary condition Zjs(a) =0 can be approximately satisfied only for m<k'u'. Actually, to properly treat the case of nonvanishing viscosity, a boundary layer should be considered at the plasma boundary and this condition on the value of m would be relaxed.
Returning to the eigenvalue equation ( lo), we notice that the Hall effect is in quadrature with the dissipative effects and can therefore modify the conditions for marginal and stationary states. Considering t.he real and imaginary parts of Eq. ( 10) and imposing pr=Ti=O, we obtain that the following two equations have to be simultaneously satisfied:
~~~4k4a"+(m-nqj '-21m-nqI/ls=0, and (14) 
These conditions for the formation of convective cells are necessary but not sufficient, because it has to be also required that the marginal states have a finite fluid velocity. The perturbed fluid velocity is given by v=& and therefore it follows from Eq. (8) that the parameter y/,/h cannot vanish or diverge at the marginal state.
The first case considered above, ;"HfO, G#O, and $=O, corresponds to the conditions derived by Gomberoff for the formation of convective cells driven by resistivity only.g Substituting m-nq=O into Eqs. (9) and (lo), we obtain A=0 and ~=21&~--$dk"u~.
Therefore q/A diverges and this marginal state does not lead to the formation of a convective cell. For the other marginal state, m --nq= f 2/a, we obtain $/A= -$?u2c?/4(a"-1 j and, since 291, there is formation of a convective cell with finite fluid velocity.
The second case given in Eq. ( 16 ), ;?,&=O, G=O, and $#O, corresponds to one of the conditions found by Gomberoff and Palma for convective cells driven by viscosity only.' It is straightforward to verify that the perturbed fluid velocity does not diverge in this case. However, Gomberoff and Palma found that convective cells can also occur for the condition m--nq=O,; this is inhibited by the Hall effect.
If both dissipative effects are nonvanishing, j&&O and G=O, the formation of convective cells is inhibited by the Hall effect. On the other hand, considering $=$ =O, it follows from Eq. (10) that another marginal state with Fr= pi=0 is possible for m -nq= +2/a. In this case, however, T=O and A=O, such that the Auid velocity vanishes, Therefore the Hall effect alone does not drive a convective cell. This is in agreement with the early analysis of Taylor on the stability of a screw pinch including the Hall effect.15
